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Abstract 23 

Purpose: There is limited information regarding the views of patients, as healthcare consumers, on visual field 24 

testing, and no information regarding their preferences for future test developments. This study aimed to 25 

increase knowledge of patients’ subjective experience of visual field assessment and to explore their opinions 26 

and priorities regarding current active areas of research and development. 27 

Design: Online questionnaire with purposive sampling design. 28 

Participants: Adults who regularly perform visual field tests in Australia who report having glaucoma or being at 29 

risk of glaucoma. 30 

Methods: An anonymous survey, implemented using the Qualtrics webtool, with both closed and open ended 31 

questions designed to explore opinions regarding visual field testing, visit attendance for perimetry, as well as 32 

priorities for developments.  33 

Main Outcome Measures: The survey assessed three domains: 1) opinions regarding visual field test duration 34 

and visit frequency; 2) subjective experience; and 3) perspectives on future developments for perimetry.  35 

Results: 152 complete survey responses were obtained. The median (IQR) age of participants was 66 (60-72) 36 

years. Most participants (70%) had experience of performing more than 11 visual field tests. Participants 37 

recalled that they completed visual field tests in median of 6 minutes (IQR: 5-8 minutes) and were willing to 38 

accept additional time (median: 5, IQR: 3-6 minutes) to obtain more information. Participants were prepared 39 

to increase both the number of visual field tests per eye and the frequency of visual field tests (median: 3, 40 

IQR: 2-4 visits per year), in order to gain more information about their visual status. Regarding future 41 

developments, the most preferred option was “similar test times but an increase in the level of information 42 

about my visual field”, which ranked significantly higher than all other options including “shorter test times 43 

that maintain the currently available level of information about my visual field.”  44 

Conclusions: Our study confirms, in a different population and healthcare system, previous research reporting 45 

patient perspectives on visual field assessment. We further reveal that healthcare consumers show a strong 46 

preference for accurate information about their vision and report being prepared to undergo longer visual 47 

field tests or more visual field tests to achieve that outcome.  48 

 49 

 50 

 51 

  52 
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Introduction 53 

People diagnosed with visual field loss due to glaucoma, or who are deemed at significant risk of developing 54 

glaucoma, typically require life-long frequent visual field tests. Over the last decade, there has been a rapid 55 

increase in the number of visual field visits conducted each year. In Australia alone (current population of 56 

approximately 25.5 million), visual field billing data obtained from the Australian government Medicare 57 

statistics website shows that approximately 530,000 visual field test visits were billed in the year 2010 and this 58 

number increased to more than 1 million in the year 2019.
1
 Clinically implemented visual field tests (typically 59 

known as Static Automated Perimetry [SAP]) have several well-documented limitations: high test-retest 60 

variability in the areas of damaged fields,
2, 3

 poor spatial sampling when 6 degree spaced test grids are used,
4
 61 

fixed test grids for all eyes despite varying spatial patterns of visual field loss, limited effective dynamic range 62 

of SAP procedures,
5
 and repeated testing of locations that have previously been shown to be perimetrically 63 

“blind” (0 dB).
6
 Practical constraints of clinical perimetry also can result in variable quality of perimetrist 64 

instructions and experience.
7, 8

 Furthermore, most current, clinically accepted versions of perimetry are 65 

required to be conducted in a controlled, supervised environment on expensive hardware. Consequently, 66 

resource constraints can influence the accessibility of perimetry testing in some settings.
9, 10

  67 

There is substantive ongoing scientific research and industry innovation attempting to improve perimetry. 68 

Some notable examples include: research recommendations for more frequent follow-up visits to better 69 

monitor visual field progression,
11, 12

 methods to improve the spatial resolution of fixed test grids,
13-15

 time 70 

saving approaches that recommend testing only in the effective dynamic range and avoiding testing of 71 

previously identified “blind” locations in future visits,
14, 15

 novel approaches (for example, robots) to improve 72 

instruction and support to people during perimetric testing without requiring further human resources,
16

 73 

portable based tablet perimeters or head mounted virtual reality goggles that may be useful for  increasing the 74 

frequency of visual field tests through the incorporation of home-monitoring of visual field status.
17-20

 A 75 

further area of research emphasis
21-23

 and industry implementation
24

 is to meet a desire to reduce test-time 76 

which is useful for clinical flow, but has some implications for test precision (and potentially accuracy).
24, 25

  77 

While the academic and industry communities have been very active in developing new forms of perimetric 78 

tests, in addition to recommending different test frequency, sampling, and follow-up regimes to the clinical 79 

community, there is limited information on the healthcare consumer perspective of perimetry.
8, 26, 27

 Two 80 

previous studies have reported that participants in glaucoma-related research studies preferred objective 81 

diagnostic tests over subjective perimetry.
26, 27

 However, the authors acknowledged that their select study 82 

participants may not represent typical clinical populations.
27

 A recent focus group discussion with glaucoma 83 

patients in the United Kingdom revealed that patients find current SAP testing to be “time-consuming, old-84 

fashioned and tiring”.
8
 In addition, these patients reported issues and barriers relating to visual field 85 

instruction, explanation of results, the patient-clinician relationship, testing environment, and clinical 86 

constraints that influenced their experiences.
8
 However these patients also recognised the importance of 87 

visual field testing as part of their ongoing glaucoma management and reported a willingness to undergo more 88 

frequent visits if recommended by their clinician. The participants in the focus groups
8
 were aged older than 89 
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60 years, recruited from National Health Service hospitals, were of Caucasian ethnicity, and confined 90 

geographically to the south of England.  91 

In recent years, consumer involvement in making healthcare decisions has gained importance with a wide 92 

variety of literature attesting to the importance of the healthcare consumer voice in clinical decision making, 93 

research, and policy development, including for the translation of research into practice.
28-30

 However, in 94 

ophthalmology, the healthcare consumer voice is limited,
30

 especially in research related to glaucoma and 95 

perimetry. Indeed, we were unable to find any previous literature asking patients about their views regarding 96 

priorities for new developments in perimetry nor for priorities for translational implementation into practice. 97 

In this exploratory study, we surveyed people who regularly participate in visual field examinations due to 98 

glaucoma or glaucoma risk, to explore the consumer perspective of visual field tests. A key novel focus of our 99 

study was to enquire about potential changes to visual field test duration, number of tests per visit, and visit 100 

frequency, and to ask people to priority rank areas for future perimetric development and potential translation 101 

into practice.  102 

Materials and Methods 103 

Study design 104 

This study was an online questionnaire with purposive sampling focused on people with glaucoma or at risk 105 

of glaucoma who regularly perform visual field tests in Australia. In order to obtain input from people from 106 

across Australia, attending a variety of clinical practices, we recruited our survey participants primarily via 107 

online newsletters and social media from Glaucoma Australia
31

, a support group for people with glaucoma in 108 

Australia which provides education, support, and advocacy to people with glaucoma and their families. Our 109 

decision to invite people from Glaucoma Australia was to target people with experience performing visual 110 

fields, who have shown interest in further understanding of their condition. We also invited people with 111 

glaucoma who had previously participated in research projects in our laboratory. The purposive choice of 112 

these groups was to gain information from a consumer group that may be interested in answering questions 113 

regarding research priorities. Purposive sampling does not lend itself to formal statistical sample size 114 

calculations
32

 (because the selection is not randomly drawn from the population of interest). Hence, for this 115 

explorative study, we aimed to collect as many responses as possible from the target population after 116 

readvertising the survey for 4 months. We a-priori considered that a minimum of 100 responses would 117 

provide useful insight. Only participants aged more than 18 years participated and provided informed 118 

consent prior to participation. Ethics approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee at 119 

the University of Melbourne (ID: 1955889.1) and the study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of 120 

Helsinki. In the following, we report the survey methods and results according to the Checklist for Reporting 121 

Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES)
33

 [see supplementary Material B for CHERRIES checklist].  122 

Questionnaire design  123 

The survey consisted of questions focused on assessing three domains, in addition to a demographic section 124 

(see Figure 1): 1) opinions regarding visual field test duration and frequency; 2) self-reported subjective 125 
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experience with visual field tests (likes and dislikes); and 3) perspectives on future developments. Two trap 126 

questions (T1 and T2 in Figure 1) were added to filter random responses and possible participation by non-127 

human bots.  The survey instrument was partly designed based on the existing qualitative evidence from Glen 128 

et al
8
 because we were interested in assessing similar domains but in a different participant group and 129 

healthcare context. For the novel questions related to the perspectives on future developments, we relied on 130 

current active areas of perimetric research, restricted to options where the patient would be aware of a 131 

difference in the testing procedure or process. Several iterations of a paper version of the survey were pilot 132 

tested on 12 people comprising native and non-native English language speakers from within the University of 133 

Melbourne all of whom had some experience with perimetry (either as the perimetrist or as a test taker) to 134 

identify and modify any ambiguous questions, and to compute the approximate total time needed for 135 

completing the survey. Before inviting actual participants, the survey questions were iterated several times in 136 

response to feedback from the pilot group to decide the final wording for each question.  Then the electronic 137 

version of survey was designed using the Qualtrics web-based survey tool and was tested among the authors 138 

for its technical functionality prior to finalising the questionnaire release. People were allowed unrestricted 139 

time to complete each question, and were allowed to re-enter the survey and respond anytime within 30 days 140 

using the same computer or mobile device.  141 

Data collection 142 

A web link to the survey was shared via Glaucoma Australia’s monthly e-news and social media page, and 143 

sent directly via email to people who had previously participated in glaucoma-related research in our 144 

laboratory.  It was not possible for us to capture the total reach of Glaucoma Australia’s online presence so 145 

cannot estimate survey reach and therefore proportion of reach that participated. No incentives or benefits 146 

were provided for participating in this survey. The data was collected during February to May, 2020. Survey 147 

responses were anonymous.  148 

  149 

Figure 1: Questions presented in the online survey. Note: The order of survey questions shown below may not be in the 150 
same order as presented during the data collection. For the convenience of the readers, we have arranged the questions by 151 
domain. 152 
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Data analysis 155 

Survey data was exported from Qualtrics and analysed using R (version 4.0.3).
34

  Two participants responded 156 

to the survey through a telephone interview conducted by author AMM after having technical difficulties with 157 

the online survey, and their personal details were masked from the author responsible for the data analysis 158 

(VM). Of the total 184 responses recorded in Qualtrics, a total of 167 responses with 100 percent completion 159 

rate were included for the analysis. Seventeen responses were excluded due to incomplete data. Two people 160 

did not give consent to participate in this study via the relevant checkbox and were therefore excluded. 161 

Responses that failed trap questions, or provided highly unlikely results, were also excluded (13 responses). 162 

These excluded results included: participants who reported regularly undergoing visual field tests in countries 163 

other than Australia (n=3), a participant who answered for their family members with glaucoma (n=1), 164 

participants who wrongly described the purpose of visual field testing as “to take a photograph of the back of 165 

my eye” (n=5) or “to measure my eye pressure” (n=1), and atypical responses with “5 visual field tests per eye” 166 

at each appointment (n=3) were excluded. This resulted in a final dataset of 152 responses.  167 

Non-categorical data were summarised using median (range (minimum-maximum); interquartile range [IQR]), 168 

and categorical data were described using percentage and displayed as bar plots. Friedman test was used to 169 

compare the mean rank between the paired groups and Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used as a post-hoc 170 

analysis for pairwise comparison and the p-values were adjusted using “false discovery rate” method for 171 

multiple comparison. Open text responses were thematically analysed with a similar framework to that 172 

described by Braun and Clarke.
35

 We used a combined approach of inductive and deductive coding to identify 173 

codes and themes in the data.
36

 The inductive approach involves recognising important codes emerging from 174 

the data and helps develop themes from the codes whereas the deductive approach involves developing a 175 

code template prior to the analysis and the developed template is used to identify codes and themes in the 176 

data.
36, 37

 Author AMM inductively coded and identified themes, and author BNN used a deductive approach to 177 

fit the identified codes and themes to the data independently. In case of dissensions in fitting the codes and 178 

themes to the data, the viewpoint from author VM was considered until a consensus was reached. A full list of 179 

identified themes and sub-themes is provided in Supplementary Material A.  180 

Results 181 

Demographics  182 

The median age of the included survey respondents was 66 years (range: 30-86; IQR: 60-72 years). Thirty-six 183 

(24%) were men and 116 (76%) were women. At the time of responding to the survey, 93% of participants 184 

reported being diagnosed with glaucoma (number of years with glaucoma: 10 [range: 1-61; IQR: 4-20 years]) 185 

and 7% reported being at risk of developing glaucoma. Most participants (79%) regularly performed their 186 

visual field tests in a community ophthalmology practice, whereas 7% were conducted in optometry clinics, 6% 187 

in hospitals, and 8% with varied locations including a mix of optometry, ophthalmology or hospital clinics. 188 

Thirty-seven percent of participants had experience of performing more than 20 visual field tests, 33% with 11 189 

to 20 visual field tests, 28% with 4 to 10 visual field tests, and 2% with less than 3 visual field tests. Most (93%) 190 
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responded that they regularly undergo visual field tests in both eyes, 4% in one eye only and 3% reported 191 

sometimes undergoing visual field tests in both eyes.  192 

Domain 1: Opinions regarding test duration and frequency    193 

Test duration 194 

Two questions were asked regarding test duration (Figure 1: Q8 and Q9). Participants recalled that each visual 195 

field test takes approximately 6 minutes (range: 2-20; IQR: 5-8) (Figure 2A) and were prepared to accept an 196 

addition of 5 minutes (range: 0-10; IQR: 3-6) suggesting 71.4% (median) increase (range: 0%-500%, IQR: 40%-197 

100%) in current perceived test duration for a visual field test, if more information could be gained by testing 198 

additional visual field locations (Figure 2B). There was a statistically significant but weak positive correlation 199 

(Pearson’s product moment correlation (Figure 2C), df =149; r = 0.20 [95% CI: 0.05, 0.35] ; p-value = 0.01)  200 

found between current perception of test duration (Figure 1: Q8) and the additional test duration prepared to 201 

accept to gain more spatial information (Figure 1: Q9). 202 

Frequency of visual fields 203 

Number of visual field tests  204 

During their regular visual field appointments (Figure 1: Q10), most participants (95%) performed one visual 205 

field test per eye, 4% performed two visual field tests per eye, and 1% reported performing three visual field 206 

tests per eye (Figure 2D). Most participants (63%) were prepared to do one visual field test per eye at each 207 

appointment (Figure 1: Q11, Figure 2E), however when asked: “If new evidence emerges that performing more 208 

than one visual field test per eye at an appointment would provide useful information about your vision, how 209 

many visual field tests in total per eye would you be prepared to do” (Figure 1: Q12, Figure 2F), 7% of 210 

participants were prepared to complete one visual field test, 55% prepared for two visual field tests, 18% for 211 

three visual fields and 20% reported being prepared to conduct four visual field tests per eye. 212 

Number of visual field appointments  213 

Most participants (57%) visited twice a year for visual field testing (Figure 1: Q13, Figure 2G). Participants were 214 

prepared to attend two appointments per year (range: 0-12; IQR: 2-3) for visual field testing (Figure 1: Q14, 215 

Figure 2H), however they were also prepared to increase the number of appointments to a median of 3 (range: 216 

1-12; IQR: 2-4) per year to gain additional visual field information if new evidence emerges (Figure 1: Q15, 217 

Figure 2I). Six out of the 152 study participants (4%) reported previously missing or delaying scheduling their 218 

clinical appointments because they knew visual field testing could be involved during their visit (Figure 1:Q16). 219 

The reasons for missing or delaying scheduling appointments were stated as follows (standalone or jointly with 220 

other reasons): cost of visual field test (n=1), test duration (n=2), did not think visual field test was necessary at 221 

that time (n=1), did not think that visual field test was necessary at all (n=1), did not like the visual field test 222 

procedure (n=4), other reasons (n=2) including worrying about providing unreliable visual field results due to 223 

temporary ill health, and sore or tired eyes. 224 
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 225 

Figure 2: Opinions on test duration and frequency of visual field tests and appointments. A) current perception of test 226 
duration for a visual field test, B) additional test duration participant would be prepared to accept for a visual field test, C) 227 
current perception of test duration versus additional test duration participant would be prepared to accept for a visual field 228 
test (size of the points represent frequency of response), D) current number of visual field tests per eye at an appointment, 229 
E) acceptable number of visual field tests per appointment, F) acceptable number of visual field tests per eye at each 230 
appointment if new evidence emerges that more useful information about their vision can be obtained by performing more 231 
visual field tests, G) current frequency of visual field visits, H) acceptable frequency of visual field visits, and I) acceptable 232 
frequency of visual field visits if new evidence emerges that more useful information about their vision can be obtained with 233 
more than 1 visit per year. 234 

Domain 2: Subjective experience of visual field testing (likes and dislikes) 235 

Aspects of visual field testing affecting comfort and fatigue levels 236 

Participant reports of physical comfort after a single visual field test in one eye (Figure 1:Q22) are shown in 237 

Figure 3A. Approximately 80% of participants reported fatigue after a single visual field test (Figure 1:Q23, 238 

Figure 3B) and also after the end of all visual field tests in a day (Figure 1:Q24, Figure 3C). From the open text 239 

analysis for Figure 1: Q25, the following aspects of visual field testing affecting comfort and fatigue levels were 240 
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identified (full details of the themes appear in Supplementary Material A). Many people (84%) said that mental 241 

and physical factors alone or in combination contributed to decreased comfort and fatigue levels. Mental 242 

factors included aspects such as anxiety regarding performance, frustration, concentration, sense of failing, 243 

not being convinced by test methods and confusion; whereas physical factors included aspects such as 244 

discomfort, fatigue, dry eyes, sleepiness, button press issues, and eye patch discomfort. Other less frequent 245 

themes that affected comfort and fatigue levels included clinician/perimetrist-related factors such as absence 246 

of feedback, visual field test procedure-related factors such as test duration, test brightness, and test 247 

environment such as background noise, room lighting and cost of the test procedure. 248 

Motivation for doing visual field tests  249 

The most commonly reported factors motivating participants to perform visual field tests (open text analysis, 250 

Figure 1: Q26, Supplementary Material A) were a desire to maintain their vision, followed by a desire to obtain 251 

accurate information about their current vision status. Other themes identified as motivation for visual field 252 

tests included external factors such as fitness to drive, assisting clinicians in clinical decision making, intrinsic 253 

factors such as a competitive drive to want to perform well, in addition to perimetrist-related factors such as 254 

clear instruction, and keeping patients informed about the progress during the test. Representative responses 255 

related to motivation are provided in Supplementary Material A.  256 

Demotivation for doing visual field tests 257 

The most common response (32%) for demotivation for doing visual field tests (Figure 1: Q27) was “nothing 258 

demotivates me”, followed by mental discomfort and physical discomfort. Factors causing mental discomfort 259 

included anxiety over accuracy of test result, fear of results, sense of failure, boredom due to repetition and 260 

stressful tests, and factors causing physical discomfort included fatigue and physical setup of the test. The 261 

other factors reported as demotivating included: poor communication from perimetrist, test environment such 262 

as distracting and noisy environment, and external factors such as time and money. Representative responses 263 

related to demotivating factors are provided in Supplementary Material A, along with the identified themes 264 

and sub-themes.   265 
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 266 

Figure 3: Subjective experience of visual field testing. A) physical comfort after performing a visual field test, B) fatigue 267 
levels after performing a visual field test, and C) fatigue levels after performing all visual fields in one appointment. 268 

Domain 3: Perspectives on future developments 269 

To understand participant preferences for future visual field test developments, several contemporary 270 

scientific development options (Figure 1: Q28 and Q29) were provided and the participants selected the 271 

importance of these new developments for them (Figure 4) and ranked the developments from most preferred 272 

to least preferred (Figure 5).   273 

 274 

 275 
Figure 4: Stacked bar plot showing the percentage of responses for the question "New scientific developments for visual 276 
field testing indicate that the following advances to visual field testing are possible. For each of these statements, rate how 277 
important this new development would be for you?” 278 
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 279 

 280 

Figure 5: Stacked bar plots showing the percentage of responses for the question “Of the following options for research 281 
improvements to visual field tests, rank your preference in order (1-most preferred, 6-least preferred)”  282 

The participants’ most preferred new development method based on mean rank was “Similar test times but an 283 

increase in the level of information about my visual field” (mean rank: 2.1), followed by “Longer test times but 284 

greatly increased information about my visual field” (mean rank: 2.5), “ Shorter test times that maintain the 285 

currently available level of information about my visual field” (mean rank: 3.1), “Tests that I could do regularly 286 

at home to monitor my own visual field” (mean rank: 3.5), “Tests that have automated voice instructions to 287 

provide support during the test” (mean rank: 4.3). The least preferred option was “Tests that are much quicker 288 

but provide less information about my visual field”, which had mean rank score of 5.4. There was a statistically 289 

significant difference in the ranks between the preferred developments for visual field testing (Friedman rank 290 

sum test, chi-squared = 314.8, df = 5, p < 0.001). Post-hoc analysis for pairwise comparison between the 291 

preferred development options showed significant differences (Wilcoxon signed rank test, adjusted p < 0.05) in 292 

ranks between the possible development procedures except for the pair (p = 0.08) “Shorter test times that 293 

maintain the currently available level of information about my visual field” and “Tests that I could do regularly 294 

at home to monitor my own visual field”. To capture possible additional suggestions for future perimetry 295 

developments, we also asked via open text box for other ideas (Figure 1: Q28.1), however upon inspecting the 296 

responses noted that participants used this space to further comment on issues related to physical and mental 297 

fatigue, or clinical interaction, which were already identified in the results of Q25, Q26, and Q27) in the survey.  298 

 299 

Discussion  300 

Automated perimetry has been part of mainstream clinical practice for decades, and yet there is limited 301 

evidence directly from healthcare consumers regarding their experience and opinions of visual field testing. 302 

Importantly, our study solicited this information, anonymously and at distance from any specific 303 

clinical/patient environment. Previous research has explored participant’s experience of visual field 304 

assessment,
8, 26, 27

 however, the novel focus of our study was to enquire directly about willingness to vary test 305 
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duration, number of tests per visit, and visit frequency, and to ask people to priority rank areas for future 306 

perimetric development and potential translation into practice.  307 

Regarding visual field test frequency, there are a variety of recommendations in the literature designed to   308 

improve early detection of visual field progression within the first two years of initial diagnosis, and for 309 

monitoring  thereafter.
11, 12, 38, 39

 Clearly there are practical constraints associated with implementing an 310 

increased frequency of visual field testing in the context of limited resource availability within clinical 311 

settings,
9, 10

, and current reimbursement policies for perimetric items in some countries, however, the 312 

likelihood of any future success in implementation of an increased frequency of assessment will  also depend 313 

strongly on patient engagement. Existing qualitative evidence has shown that people are willing to undergo 314 

more frequent visual field testing if their clinician recommends it.
8
 In this survey we quantified healthcare 315 

consumer preference for the frequency of visual field visits, and most participants reported being prepared to 316 

attend 2 to 4 visits per year, compared to one or two visits per year currently reported by patients. This 317 

suggests that patient engagement is unlikely to be the limiting step to increasing visit frequency.   318 

In this study, many respondents also reported being willing to undergo visual field tests of a longer test 319 

duration, provided that more clinical information was to be gained regarding their vision. Notably, these 320 

participants also reported fatigue, discomfort and stress with visual field assessment, consistent with previous 321 

reports.
8
 It is possible that respondents did not visualise the reality of more time at the perimeter when 322 

answering this question. Nevertheless, the preference for clinical information about visual status was strong, 323 

even in the face of various forms of discomfort. It has previously been suggested based on anecdotal evidence, 324 

that performing visual field tests with the current test duration may lead to drop-out in scheduled bi-annual 325 

monitoring appointments.
22

 In this survey, 6 of 152 people (4%) reported delaying or rescheduling their regular 326 

visual field appointments. Only two people responded that they skipped appointments due to concerns 327 

regarding test duration. Indeed, many of the reasons for delaying or rescheduling visual field appointments 328 

were solvable, with some related to patient-clinician interaction such as not understanding the importance of 329 

completing the test at that time. We cross-linked the responses for these 6 participants between questions, 330 

and all reported motivation to perform visual fields to maintain their vision.  331 

From a commercial and clinical flow point of view, shorter visual field test times have perceived advantages. 332 

Shorter tests also have the potential to be advantageous in solving some of the physical factors that 333 

participants dislike about visual field testing. Indeed, 43% of participants in this survey reported physical 334 

discomfort and most reported fatigue after performing a single visual field test. Physical discomfort was also 335 

listed as one of the major causes of demotivation in the open-text responses. However, when participants 336 

were asked about preferences for research direction, test duration appeared to have limited impact on their 337 

preferences. We specifically asked questions to explore the trade-off between test duration and the potential 338 

visual field information that could be obtained. There are various forms that such visual field information 339 

might take (for example, retesting points to improve precision or increasing spatial sampling of the visual 340 

field
13-15, 40, 41

). Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate a clear preference for the statement “similar test times but an 341 

increase in the level of information about my visual field” compared to “shorter test times that maintain the 342 
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currently available level of information about my visual field”. Hence, despite many people commenting on 343 

physical discomfort associated with visual field tests, they did not consider shorter tests as being a priority 344 

area for development. This suggests that perimetric manufacturers and operators should consider other ways 345 

of making tests more comfortable than simply reducing test duration. Possible examples include 346 

improvements in ergonomics, environment, and pacing of the test such as mandated rest breaks that either 347 

are incorporated within perimetric algorithms, or implemented directly by perimetrists. While test duration 348 

clearly has implications for managing the number of patients that can progress through clinical systems, on an 349 

individual basis, it is wrong to assume that patients inherently prefer shorter tests.   350 

We included a question regarding home-based visual field assessment because of the recent research interest 351 

in developing portable forms of perimetry.
20, 42, 43

 Non-conventional home based visual field testing methods 352 

such as portable tablet perimeters or head mounted displays have been introduced as a possible means of 353 

increasing the frequency of visual field tests, which may aid in the early detection of visual field progression, 354 

could reduce burden on hospital resources, and may be convenient for some patients.
17, 20, 42

 Home monitoring 355 

does not suit all patients, with current feasibility studies on short term adherence (6 visual field tests in 6 356 

months) with home based monitoring methods in glaucoma patients revealing varying adherence rates 357 

ranging from 69% in a clinical population recruited from eye care hospital in Australia
20

 to 98% in a feasibility 358 

study conducted in the UK.
42

 Moreover, a recent retrospective study on longitudinal monitoring of age-related 359 

macular degeneration with home-based device reported that 25% of the study population discontinued using 360 

the device after 1 year and 52% stopped using the device after 3 years.
43

 We did not ask explicitly whether 361 

people would prefer testing at home or in-office, however, on average, participants in this survey ranked the 362 

home-based tests as the fourth preferred option of the possible developments. Approximately 20 percent of 363 

the survey participants ranked the development of home-based testing as their first choice, suggesting that 364 

there is a core group of patients that would prioritise engagement in this type of visual field assessment. An 365 

additional point to note is that we collected data between February and May 2020, and that Australia was in 366 

national lockdown due to COVID-19 for part of that period. Whether the protracted COVID-19 landscape may 367 

have influenced the perception or prioritisation of home-based testing may be worth future exploration.  368 

 369 

In questions 28 and 29, we included the statement “Tests that are much quicker but provide less information 370 

about my visual field" to potentially capture participants who do not see much value in visual field assessment 371 

and may simply want to get the test completed quickly. We did not expect many participants to prefer this 372 

outcome, and from Figures 4 and 5 we see that 74% of respondents rated this statement as not important, and 373 

only 3% of participants ranked this statement as their first, second, and third choice (Figure 5). This outcome 374 

might appear obvious, but it demonstrates that the demographic assessed here are unlikely to appreciate the 375 

application of visual field screening procedures, or fast test procedures that have issues with test 376 

accuracy/precision as part of their routine care. There was however a very small group of people that 377 

responded positively to this choice. This is particularly notable given that we purposively sampled from a group 378 

of participants likely to be more engaged in their glaucoma management.  379 
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 380 

We recognise that the selection of research domains explored in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is far from exhaustive.  381 

We specifically enquired about potential perimetry developments that would result in patient facing changes, 382 

and selected those that had commonly appeared in research presented at scientific meetings in the field in 383 

recent years. We did not include behind the scenes changes such as novel post-hoc statistical methods, or 384 

artificial intelligence methods. In planning the study, we included the open-text question at Q28.1 to possibly 385 

elicit further ideas from participants, however respondents expanded on the preceding questions regarding 386 

comfort and fatigue levels, and demotivation for performing visual fields. More specific wording for this 387 

question may have yielded different responses, however, likely highlights that gaining consumer input 388 

regarding additional possible areas for research would be more effectively achieved using focus groups.  389 

Patient and clinician/perimetrist communication influences the outcome of visual field test results and may 390 

improve reliability of test results, attitude towards visual field tests and adherence towards follow-up care.
44

 391 

Poor communication from perimetrists during the test, and lack of feedback after the test completion from 392 

clinicians, was directly reported by 13% of our study participants. Furthermore, a much larger number of 393 

participants reported negative mental experiences associated with perimetry such as stress and anxiety. 394 

Hence, our results reinforce the view that the patient relationship with their clinician and perimetrist is 395 

important to their visual field experience and outcomes.
8, 44 Further training in the importance of perimetry 396 

with a more patient-centric focus may be of benefit in some clinical settings.    397 

We invited our study participants via Glaucoma Australia, hence it is likely that participants are relatively well 398 

informed about their disease given that they have sought out information from an organisation that provides 399 

education, support, and advocacy for people with glaucoma. Furthermore, participants self-selected to 400 

participate, hence were motivated to provide information regarding their experience of perimetry (either likes 401 

or dislikes), or altruistically motivated to contribute to research. Our study sample also represents the views of 402 

a population  largely being tested in community based ophthalmological settings and does not necessarily 403 

represent the views of the various other groups of people that are required to undergo visual field testing. In 404 

Australia, Medicare statistics reveal that many more visual field tests are conducted in primary eyecare 405 

settings (optometry) than in ophthalmology, with the typical indication being glaucomatous risk factors 406 

(although there are many other indications for SAP). Hence, while our study confirms previous qualitative 407 

research works on participants’ opinion and experience with visual field tests in clinical settings
8, 26

, in 408 

particular that many people find visual field tests uncomfortable and stressful, it is possible that the 409 

perspectives on future visual field developments revealed herein may be specific to the participant 410 

demographic included. 411 

This study had three times more female participants than male and it is unclear what bias that might produce 412 

for the nature of questions included. While we cannot be certain of the reason for the lower participation from 413 

men, it may relate to the fact that men are less likely to perform health protective behaviour than women.
45

 414 

Because this was an exploratory study we did not set specific gender targets, and indeed the larger number of 415 
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women responding provides insight to a possible need for different approaches to be taken when engaging 416 

men in health behaviour research and possibly education about their condition. We also were not able to 417 

collect details regarding the severity of visual field defects in the participants, nor other co-morbidities 418 

associated with quality of life that may prevent participants from having regular visual field tests and 419 

appointments. Our study may be used to devise future planned studies to test hypotheses such as whether 420 

how often people want to be monitored is associated with the status of their vision, or their age, and other 421 

factors such as geographic accessibility and co-morbidities. 422 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to enquire about healthcare consumer opinion and preference for 423 

future visual field developments. Most prior perimetric research has utilised healthcare consumers as research 424 

participants but has not included them in research-related decision making. Despite a wide variety of 425 

suggestions in the scientific literature for improvements in visual field assessment in recent years, those 426 

aspects that have been commercially implemented have tended towards shorter tests to the exclusion of 427 

other factors that influence patient motivation/demotivation for completing visual field tests.  Here we show 428 

that patients typically prefer to increase information about their vision, rather than decrease test duration. 429 

Viewing perimetry developments and research recommendations through the perspective of patients, as 430 

healthcare consumers, may lead to the development of better consumer-oriented technologies, improve 431 

interactions between practitioners and patients, and assist in decision making around modes of practice within 432 

healthcare systems.   433 
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Precis 

We surveyed people with glaucoma regarding perimetry including their preferences for perimetric research 

and research translation into practice. People are prepared to undertake more visual field testing and 

prioritised gaining additional information about their vision. 
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